
Charges for grid usage 
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Charges for grid usage  

(annual demand rate system) 

  

Prices exclude extra costs pursuant to the Act on Combined Heat-and-Power Generation 

(CHP surcharge) and value-added tax. The applicable concession levy has to be added to 

these charges. The following levy pursuant to § 19 of the German Electricity Regulation 

on Grid tariffs (StromNEV) has to be added to the charges: 

 

extra high-voltage 

Tapping point in   

incl. transformation  

to high voltage 

3.84          1.024 

 Demand       Energy 

 rate                rate 

 €/kWa           ct/kWh 

Demand    Energy 

 rate    rate 

€/kWa   ct/kWh 

4.34          0.876 

25.86         0.144 

19.39         0.274  

 

Price sheet 1  

             Annual utilization time 
 
       < 2500 h/a                 2500 h/a 
 
 
 

Levy by final consumer group (FC) 

FC group A FC group B FC group C 

0.151 ct/kWh 0.050 ct/kWh 0.025 ct/kWh 
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extra high-voltage 

Tapping point in   

incl. transformation  

to high voltage 

              

 

 

 

 
      4.31                          0.144 

      3.23                          0.274 

Price sheet 2 

Charges for grid usage  

(monthly demand rate system) 

Monthly demand rate system 

Demand rate 

in €/kW and Month 

Energy rate  

ct/kWh 

Levy by final consumer group (FC) 

FC group A FC group B FC group C 

0.151 ct/kWh 0.050 ct/kWh 0.025 ct/kWh 

  

Prices exclude extra costs pursuant to the Act on Combined Heat-and-Power Generation 

(CHP surcharge) and value-added tax. The applicable concession levy has to be added to 

these charges. The following levy pursuant to § 19 of the German Electricity Regulation 

on Grid tariffs (StromNEV) has to be added to the charges: 
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Charges for using grid reserves 

 

 

incl. transformation  

to high voltage 

extra high-voltage 

       18.39                         20.31                          22.23 

         9.61                         11.53                          13.45 

Tapping point in   0 h/a - 200 h/a 200 h/a - 400 h/a 400 h/a - 600 h/a 

€/kWa €/kWa €/kWa 

Price sheet 3 

Use of reserve capacity 

Levy by final consumer group (FC) 

FC group A FC group B FC group C 

0.151 ct/kWh 0.050 ct/kWh 0.025 ct/kWh 

  

Prices exclude extra costs pursuant to the Act on Combined Heat-and-Power Generation 

(CHP surcharge) and value-added tax. The applicable concession levy has to be added to 

these charges. The following levy pursuant to § 19 of the German Electricity Regulation 

on Grid tariffs (StromNEV) has to be added to the charges: 
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Charges for metering and invoicing 

 

 
         1180                         642                         455                         418 

        2579                        1331                    839                        599   

Charges   

        2873                        2873                       2873                       2873                       

Price sheet 4 

  

Prices exclude value-added tax 

metering and invoicing 

Extra high-voltage 

€/a and  

metering point 

high-voltage 

€/a and  

metering point 

medium-voltage 

€/a and  

metering point 

low-voltage 

€/a and  

metering point 

Meter reading 

Supply of facilities 

Invoicing 


